Ceiling Net Install
Jeep Renegade
NOTE: Many newer models have B-pillar handles and even overhead on the ceiling that can be used for some of
the top mounting locations. Check to see if you prefer to use these factory locations as the nets typically have
enough adjustment to allow for this option. If your vehicle does not have handles in desired locations or you
prefer to install mounting points for better fitment, please follow the below steps.

IMPORTANT: READ INSTRUCTIONS FULLY BEFORE STARTING

Time: About 20 minutes
Skill Level: 1 of 5
Tools: (may vary by vehicle)
1.
2.
3.

5 mm allen wrench
Phillips screwdriver
Small flat blade or panel removal tool
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Step 1: Carefully remove round cover from upper 1/4 panel to the rear of the small side
window. Remove OE 5mm screw and replace with longer screw, square ring anchor
and washer set supplied. The washer may be painted with textured undercoating paint
as shown if desired.
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Step 2: Install front straps to OE handles above rear seat.
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Step 3: Each strap has adjustability to drop down net, place soft items between net and
headliner and pull straps to snug up as taut as desired, paying attention as to not put sharp
edges that could dent or damage headliner. Jacket, sleeping bags, and maps secure well and
can place your own carabineers to further
anchor item in place.
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Step 4: Tuck excess strap back into buckle opening by the push tab, wrap around through
the webbing loop on top of the push tab and tuck remained inside and pack into the loop.
Enjoy your ceiling net. The rear barrier net uses the same mounts just installed and can be
run in conjunction with the ceiling net. Also see our other Renegade products at
raingler.com

Enjoy!
Thank you for purchasing Raingler Nets
If you have any questions please contact us, we are here to help!
Tech@RAINGLER.COM or 866-905-7625
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